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Combined Design Team Response to Public Comments – 2/25/2019
Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration - Mill Creek Development Comments
By Lois Fisher, CNU, LEED-ND
November 2, 2018
Comments: Overall the plan circulation looks passable. ‘Defensible Space’ views of residents to the
creek are missing in the southern part of the design. The ‘head-in’ parking along the creek loop makes
the project look like an apartment complex rather than a downtown neighborhood. The project is in
three zones in the Specific Plan: Compact Residential, Medium Density Residential and Village
Residential.
Here are my suggested changes to make it compliant with the Downtown Specific Plan:
Porches and Stoops: The porches are not elevated a minimum of 2’ as required in the Specific
Plan. An enlargement detail is needed to show how the porches are elevated, connecting the
front door, the elevated porch or stoop directly to the sidewalk. A door is now shown between
the front door and the porch. What is this for? The porch needs to be between the front door
and the street so it can act as a transition space between the public street and the private unit.
The area behind the front porch needs to be an active use-not bedrooms. What are those uses
directly behind the stoop? It appears to be a living room which is fine.
ALX Response:
Angeleno & Assoc (AA) responds to all comments and questions in this section pertaining to
uses and created attached PDF exhibits for clarity. See BKF response #1 with written
explanation of engineering for how 12-24” stoops could integrate with the floodplain solutions,
as well as the challenges associated with ramps to stoops or sloping sidewalks. Note that the
stoops requirement is only required in VR zoning.
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Angeleno’s response #1 :
Answering question regarding side door:
A door is now shown between the front door and the porch. What is this for? The porch area doubles
as the front porch as well as the exterior patio area for this unit. The side door acts as the access from
inside the living space to the patio. The use of a sliding patio door behind the sofa of the living room
would greatly impact furnish-ability.
The porch needs to be between the front door and the street so it can act as a transition space
between the public street and the private unit. The porch is protecting the front door in an L-shaped
configuration and is serving as a transition space as well as the unit’s patio area. The area behind the
front porch needs to be an active use-not bedrooms that is the Living room. What are those uses
directly behind the stoop? It appears to be a living room which is fine. Yes

BKF Engineering Response #1:
Ramps were considered as an option to make up the grade difference and are described below:
1- Perpendicular (shortest) approach: The current layout shows porches 12’ from back of sidewalk.
At 8% , we can make up a bit over 0.9’. That would also require handrails that would shorten our
ability to ramp up as well. Besides changing the vertical element, the proposed stoops are
closer to the sidewalk. We would have, in most cases 6’-7’ of ramp which would allow just
under 0.5’ of vertical change, with handrails at every stoop.

2- Ramp approach: In order to make up any grade, a ramp would be needed in front of the
building. A ramp system to make up 1’-2’ would be approximately 20’ – 40’ long with handrails
and landings. If it was switched back, it would occupy an area approximately 12’ wide by 24’
long to accommodate required landings. With the amount of space currently shown, this
would occupy almost the entire landscape area between the building and back of sidewalk.
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From page 3-12:
C) Building Entrances.
1. Location. Primary building entries shall be located on the front façade and directly
face the street.
2. Design. Primary building entries shall incorporate a projection (e.g., porch) or
recess, or combination of projection and recess at least 48 square feet in area. The
minimum width of the entry feature shall be 20 percent of the width of the street-facing
façade. Alternative designs that create a welcoming entry facing the street such as a
prominent porch provided for side doors, or entry courtyard that provides a direct walkway
to the street may be allowed.
Angeleno’s response #2:
The project’s buildings do not have grand “Primary” entrances, but instead the individual unit
entries promote intimate connection of each of the dwellings to the exterior street. The individual
unit entries are visible from street with front doors, protected with appropriately scaled architectural
features including column, posts, roof, second floor projection, ornamental plaster hood, door
surround, recessed door, low garden walls and other privacy fencing. A variety of looks for the
entries minimizes repetition and promotes interest at street level.
Floor plan exhibits showing unit entries are provided to demonstrate the various entry scenarios
and where they occur on a typical building. Highlights are below:
1. The entry court or porch provides varying character to heighten individuality, identity,
privacy, function and use.
2. The required minimum area of 48 square feet, in various configuration is achieved in all
scenarios A through D for buildings of all zones.
3. Where 6 feet minimum dimension is required in front of door in the VR zone, the entries in
this area have stoop with extent of 6’ in front of door.
4. Due to constraints associated with Universal Access Design, the stoop areas are minimally
elevated but not reaching 24“ per Specific Plan.
5. Alternative design to create welcoming entry facing the street include the use of low wall to
define the entry court meeting the required 48 square feet and 6 feet in front of door.
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From page 3-17:

ALX Response:
AA prepared elevation exhibits showing how each of the buildings comply with the specific
design standards per quote from page 3-17.
Angeleno’s response #3:
The buildings facades have great amount of movement and enhancement to meet the intent of
the Specific Plan Design Standards.
Please refer to color elevations exhibits with material call out and the dimensions of wall length
provided to depict the solutions to address the Specific Plan Design Standards. Highlights are
below:
1. The 25’ maximum flat wall length rule is applied throughout each elevations.
2. Attractive roof lines of varying heights and direction articulate play and scale of building.
3. Projection of 4’ minimum is provided to interrupt the maximum 25’ wall plane. Also several
recesses are applied as additional relief.
4. Application of ornate wall treatment such as stone, brick, siding, and wood framed balcony
serve to add color and texture variation to building façade.
5. Trims, surrounds, plaster hood are applied onto windows and doors to decorate main building
elements.
6. Decorative corbels and ornamental iron detailing enhance the quality of the upper floor deck
areas.
7. Shutters and trims add accent colors and textures.
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8. Arched openings and arched soffits accentuate the soft lines of the façade
9. Low walls of varying textures from plaster, wood, bricks and stone help ground the building
and relate to the various architectural style at the pedestrian level.
1. Corner Units: Corner units are required to have enhanced architecture. Here is a quote from
page 3-12 of the Specific Plan:
(B) Building Design.
1. Corner Lots. Buildings on corner lots shall have enhanced architecture (windows,
bay windows, doors, wraparound porches, projections, changes in roofline)
on both street frontages. These enhanced architecture features shall be provided
for a minimum of 50 percent of the side street frontage elevation.”
On my marked-up plan view sketch, Appendix A, I have circled the corner units that need
wraparound porches so the tenants can survey both streets or the street and nearby units from
their unit for neighborhood safety.
Angeleno’s response #4:
Typically building corners have a minimum of four or five of the following that make them
attractive and enhanced:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ground level patio area with active doors and window that face the street.
These patio area have wall material textures varied from plaster, to brick and stone.
Upper level deck area with wrought iron railing with decorative accent scrolls.
Active unit entries and entry courts are often located within short distance from corner of
building, and as close as 15’ or 20’ from building corner.
Exterior stairs leading to upper floor unit with decorative round volute, attractive railing
detailing.
Bay window projection.
Plastered hood with wrought iron brackets over door.
Change of roof direction.

Corner lot enhancement is applicable at VR zone. The building in this zone meets the 50%
minimum enhancement. Please refer to exhibits “Corner Lot Side Elevation Enhancement” for
demonstration and calculation on meeting this 50%.

ALX Response:
Since typical landscape screening for the gas meter areas is not satisfactory to the Planner,
the team considered a metal screening mechanism in addition to planting. AA updated floor
plan to show the addition/modification of a courtyard wall. Also, QLA has provided two
exhibits showing this feature at typical locations in section with and without a sidewalk.

Angeleno’s response # 5:
As an option to provide additional screening to the gas meter, decorative metal screen integrated
as an extension of the patio wall is introduced for consideration. The decorative wall panels
provide the appropriate transparency for aesthetic and safety purposes, as well as accessibility
and clearance required for gas meters, and additional layering/transition from building facade to
landscape elements
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2. Detached Garages behind the sidewalk: At both the north and south entrances to this
proposed neighborhood, detached garages without any ‘eyes-on’ the street are the first thing
that people will see. These ‘dead’ spaces need to be replaced with units with tenants
watching over the public realm for safety.
(D) Garage Location.
1. Detached Garages. Detached garages shall be located in the rear half of the lot. The
Planning Director may approve a detached garage in the front half of the lot subject to
the front setback requirements where the size, shape, topography, location, surroundings
or existing structures of the property makes it infeasible to locate the garage in the rear half
of the lot.
ALX Response:
ALX in conversation with Planning Director Ken MacNab about providing detached garages.
The zoning code indicates that the Director has discretion over this decision and Ken MacNab
was willing to sign off on detached garages based on reorientation of the Bell Road fronting
buildings.
3. Terminated Vistas: At two points at the intersection of Bell Road and Bill Beedie Way special
attention needs to be paid to the architecture as they terminated vistas happen in those
locations. Towers or cupolas are examples of architectural elements that would be
appropriate at those locations.
11.30.2018: The Planner agreed that the renderings will take care of this comment. ALX to
provide written response.
ALX Response:
See Angeleno’s color Elevations for building type 2A (sheets 9-12). The Material callout details
architectural enhancements to the building at Bell Road and Bill Beedie Way.
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4. Individual Building ‘Look’: The architecture looks monolithic. Per the Specific Plan page 3-17:
2. Architectural Articulation.
a. Variable Massing. Adjacent buildings and buildings on the same block shall
exhibit variation in height and massing.
b. Façade Detailing and Materials. Each side of a building that is visible from a
public right-of-way shall be designed with a complementary level of detailing
and quality of materials. Parking garages, ancillary structures, and carports
shall be designed to be architecturally compatible with the main building.
c. Façade Articulation. All street-facing facades must include vertical projections
or recesses at least four feet in depth, or two projections or recesses at least 2.5
feet in depth, for every 25 horizontal feet of wall. If located on a building with
two or more stories, the articulated elements must be greater than one story in
height, and may be grouped rather than evenly spaced in 25-foot modules. Building
entrances and front porches and projections into required yards such as
stoops, bays, overhangs, fireplaces, and trellises count towards this requirement.
Angeleno’s response # 6:
Please refer to Angeleno’s response # 3 which address the Façade detailing and articulation.
The ground front doors are next to each other. It would look more upscale to have the two
units separated and outfitted with individual porches instead of the current ‘duplex’ look.
Vertical articulation so that the buildings look like a collection of vertical buildings instead of
one large horizontal building are needed.
Angeleno’s response #7:
Separation is now provided between two entries to promote individuality. Please refer to revised
plans and elevations of buildings 1A, 1B, 2A and 4.
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Appendix A: Site Plan Comments
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Appendix B: Floor Plan Comments
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Appendix C: Elevation Comments
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